THE WRITING OF ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY
IN THE RENAISSANCE
by John L. Lievsay
In the apocryphal book of Esdras1 a moment of high vision is reached
when the winner in an ancient quiz show persuades the audience to declare,
Magna est veritas et praevalebit. His optimistic prophecy may someday
prove true-in the ideal republic of Plato or in the Utopia of Thomas More.
But in the grubbier Renaissance suburbs of the City of God, the sentiment,
even when given lip-service, was not universally thought to be wholly
dependable. Truth, being naked, was considered an indecent object to set
before delicate and pious eyes until she had been disguised in garments
suiting the presenter's taste. Patient old Job, sitting on an ash-heap and
answering the implied accusations of his "comforters," asked pointedly,
"Will ye speak wickedly for God? and talk deceitfully for him?" If in that
question we substitute the word pariy for the word God (an identification
often tacitly assumed), then Renaissance writers of church history, judged
by their performance rather than by their protestations, must generally
have answered yes. Even when their "facts" are right, their inferences from
the facts, coiored by their prejudices, are likely to be wrong and not to be
trusted. The more I read of ecclesiastical history, the more I am convinced
that ecclesiastical historians, like travelers, are liars by authority.
If ecclesiastica1 history is as bad as a11 that, one may legitimately ask,
why bother to read it? The question deserves a serious answer, which,
within the limits of a brief essay, I shall attempt to suggest rather than to
exhaust. Although certain continental exemplars must necessarily be
touched upon, my main concern will be with English representatives of
this class of writing; and I trust that I may be permitted the usual elastic
interpretation of the term Renaissa?~cc.
One answer to the question is that our ancestors both wrote and read
ecclesiastical history-madly. They could take it in quantity and at length,
for it satisfied a deep-lying thirst of the times, a sort of alcoholism for
which there was no Alcoholics Anonymous. That morbid hankering is
reflected perfectly in the droll question which one of them asks with a
straight face: "As for Christian pleasure and godly delights, what can be
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more pleasant than the reading of the Ecclesiastical histories?"3 If one is
tempted to reply, "The reading of the New York Telephone Directory," he
should remember that for men of the sixteenth century religion, the Church,
and all things connected therewith, were then literally much more life-anddeath matters than they have been since. It behooved a man to know who
were his friends and who his enemies, to know on which side his own
peculiar slice of faith was buttered. And ecclesiastical histories gave him
some clues.
For one thing, although there were of course ecclesiastical histories that
dealt with affairs of the Church at varying removes in antiquity, much of
what was written in the Renaissance was for the reader practically an account of current events. If it lacked the corrective wisdom of afterviews, it
nevertheless had the compelling attraction of immediacy; and it was everywhere cast in the form of a titanic struggle between opposed powers (often
enough identified as God and the Devil), of dramatic attack, intrigue, and
~
counterattack. One did not necessarily abandon E u ~ e b i u s ,Sozomen,
Theodoretus, or Josephus. One simply had nearer to hand the enormously
fascinating and emotionally stimulating spectacles of the rise of Lutheranism; the Reformation in England, in Scotland, in Switzerland; the wars
of religion and the rise of the Huguenots in France; the founding and
growth of the powerful Jesuit order, politically oriented and almost universally distrusted; the long and portentous Council of Trent, so disastrous
to any hope of Christian unity; and suppression and persecution everywhere-even in those newfound worlds-in the name of Christian charity
and the eternal salvation of men's souls.
With all this to look back upon, Francis Bacon, in The Advaneenlent of'
Learning, divides "History eccIesiastical" into three parts, the first of which
he calls "the history of the church, by a general name"; and "This part," he
says, "I ought in no sort to note as deficient; only I would the virtue and
sincerity of it were according to the mass and quantity."5 This "mass and
quantity" was sufficient to move Degory Wheare, first Camden Reader of
History in Oxford, to include in his Method of Reading Histories a long
section separately discussing "the Method and Order of Reading Church
Histories." His "method," in brief, is chronological and ends in an evaluation of his contemporary historians Paolo Sarpi and Jacques Auguste de
T11ou.~Like Bacon, however, he has some reservations about the "virtue
and sincerity" of ecclesiastical histories. After sharp discussion of the unreliability of medieval fabulators and hagiographers, Wheare cautions:
My Hearers, 1 have pursued these things a t large, that they who are desirous to know the
Church H~story,m ~ g h tunderstand, and di11gentIy consider, with how much care and
cautlon they are t o be read: for here a Man IS in more danger of being dece~vedby feign'd
stones, than In any other sort of H~storieswhatsoever. And yet it is confess'd by all, that
~t IS much more mischievous to be ~nvolvedin errour here, than in Civil Hislory. Now as
11bcf~tsus to take great care on the one side, that we d o not ~ m b r a c efalsehood for truth
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rashly; so ~t becomes us to consider attentively, that we do not reject what is really true,
as false, without deliberation.'

Wheare's cautionary words were sadly needed. For the most grievous
defect of the ecclesiastical histories written throughout the Renaissance
was that their objectivity was marred by a polemic partisanship which too
often led to the suppression of inconvenient facts, the acceptance of slanderous hearsay, and the interpretation of natural phenomena as acts of
divine intervention in the affairs of men.8 The ideals of impartial truthfulness and cool, detached reporting of observed or recorded fact, though
often professed, were seldom achieved. To illustrate by reference to one of
the pleasantest and least objectionable of church historians, Thomas Fuller
thus remarks in his Church-History of Britain:
I know Machravel was wont to say, That he who undertake^ io Write a History, niust be
of J I O Religion: if so, he himselfe was the best qualified of any in hrs Age to be a good
Hi~lorran.
But, I believe, his meaning was much better than his words, intending therein, That a
Writer of Hisiorres rmust not discover his inclrnafion in Religron to ihe prqudrce of
Truth. . .
This I have endeavoured to my utmost In this Book; know~ng,as rhat Oyle is adjudged
the best that hath no rust at all; s o rhat Nrstonan is preferred, who hath the least Tangue
ofpartial Rejlections.9

Yet Fuller's anti-Catholic bias, if not bitter, is pronounced and ubiquitous
-even to the extent of promoting in his works a general antipathy to
Italians.
The lines of division, at least after Luther, were generally drawn upon
Roman Catholic-Protestant differences, although there were also internal
disagreements upon both sides. Platina's Lives of the Popes, savoring too
much of a liberal humanism, was not sufficiently flattering to the Papacy
-a defect piously avoided by his continbators Panvini, Cicarelli, and
Bzovio. The important, huge, topically organized, and encyclopedically
exhaustive general ecclesiastical history of the Magdeburg "Centuriators,"
led by Matthias Flacius, was so ponderously weighted in support of Protestant doctrine as to call forth (under Papal commission) the multi-tomed
Catholic corrective of the Jesuit Cardinal Baronio's Annales Ecclesiastici.
These famous Annals (which came down only to 1198), Iike the Magdeburg Centuries, had their continuators, compendiators, and indignant
correctors-among which last I might mention, in passing, the vigorous
Annuli ecclesiastici of Alessandro Tassoni, still in manuscript. Upon a
lesser scale may be mentioned the Acts and Monuments of John Foxe, a
work whose calendar of Protestant saints and martyrs was pointedly in
contrast with the Legenda Aurea and elicited from the Jesuit Robert
Parsons his equally ponderous (but far less readable) Three Conversions
ofEngland. Illustrative of the internecine party squabbles may be instanced,
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on the Catholic side, The History of the Council of Trent, by Paolo Sarpi,
and its "answer," similarly entitled, by the Jesuit Sforza Pallavicino. On
the Protestant side, where the multiplication of sects gave ampler room for
disagreement in a variety of directions, it will perhaps suffice to name only
the contentious rigid Anglican, Peter Heylyn, chaplain to Charles I and
biographer-laudator of Archbishop Laud, one of the most prolific and hightempered of the later ecclesiastical historians. Heylyn's Aeriw Redivivus
(1670), or history of the Presbyterians, views these "puritans" as subversive
of all good order and discipline and (in Books IV and V) is especially severe
upon John Knox. He is hardly more charitable with his fellow Anglican,
worthy Thomas Fuller, to whose Church-History of Britain (1655) Heylyn,
in the First Part of his carping Examen Historicum (1659),'0 gives exclusive fault-finding attention. In the manner of Pallavicino "answering"
Sarpi's History, Heylyn marginally tots up the number of Fuller's "mistakesw-and comes up with a total of 337!
Obviously, if one wanted the truth, he had to read more than one author,
to see from more than one angle. He read the book in hand to discover and
rectify the shortcomings of its predecessors, knowing full well that the next
one would castigate the present one with whips and scorpions. Or, if he
wished comfortably to rest in his own prejudice, he simply confined his
reading to works produced by the party advocates, of whose position he
could be confident in advance.
One prime specimen of party-line propagandizing "history," published
at Cologne in 1585, was the De origine ac progressu schismatis Anglicani
by the Englishman Dr. Nicholas Sander (or Sanders), otherwise known as
"Dr. Slanders." His black-and-white contrast of virtuous Catholics and
wicked, bestial Protestants, made it immediately, in some quarters of the
Continent, the best-known account of the English Reformation; and its
virtual translation or wholesale adaptation by a series of other writers has
left it even today the principal agent in the formation of a standard Catholic
view of the Reformation under the Tudors. The Spanish Jesuit, Pedro de
Rivadeneira, author of the first life of Loyola, made it the base of his
Historia ecclesiastica del cisma de Inglaterra (1588). Girolamo Pollini
conflated the accounts of Sander and the derivative Rivadeneira in his
flaccid Historia ecclesiastica delIa rivoluzion d'lnghilterra (1594). And the
talented Bernardo Davanzati gave the Sanderian view immortality in his
Tacitean epitome, Scisma d'lnghilterra (1602), one of the classics of Italian
literature.
The cautious reader of ecclesiastical history-or even the cautious writer
of it-during the Renaissance had other pitfalls to avoid besides such inevitable partisanship. We had also to struggle with the poorly demarked
borders between secular and ecclesiastical history. Books purporting to be
merely secular, if written by ecclesiastics or if dealing with the religious
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upheaval in the sixteenth century, tended, in the very nature of the case, to
concern themselves largely, if not principally, with church history. Cases in
point, on the Continent, might be the Commentaries of Sleidan-basically
Protestant-and the counter-Sleidan Commentarius brevis of the Carthusian Surius." In England, a typical illustration may be seen in the Rerum
anglicarum . . . Annales (1616) of Bishop Francis Godwin, translated by
Morgan Godwyn as Anna!es of England (1630). Covering only half a
century (the reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI, and Queen Mary), the work
inevitably concentrates upon the progress of religious change and the state
of the Church. An occasional writer of ecclesiastical history will warn the
reader that he is deliberately bypassing secular matters;'2 but, on the other
hand, another writer, recognizing the inseparability of the two, will offer an
apology for introducing the concerns of this world into his account of
more important matters. Foxe, for instance, in treating of Hus and Wicliff,
gives rather fully the political background out of which their treatment
sprang and then reminds his reader that "at what time I toke in hand to
wryte of these Ecclesiastical matters, I could not omit these things which
were so strictly joined wyth the cause of the churche."l3 Still others held
the inclusion of secular history a positive virtue in making comprehensible
the ecclesiastic.
Other hazy borderlines also presented problems. In the work of the
Magdeburg Centuriators, for instance, there is a constant shifting of attention between the statement or history of doctrine and the history of events;
and, in England, a similar division of interests also characterizes such a
book as Richard Field's Of the Church (1606-1610),14 primarily doctrinal
and disputational.15 Nor was there always observed a proper distinction
between myth and tradition, on the one hand, and ascertainable fact on the
other. The Biblical account of past "events" was uncritically accepted, and
the Revelation of St. John the Divine was looked upon as an accurate forecasting of the shape of things to come. If mere secuIar history was to be regarded as a working out of the Divine Plan, how much more so the history
of the Church! Of almost equaI weight with the Bible were the Fathers and
the early Church historians, the worth or credibility of whose statements was
seldom sufficiently discriminated. It was a rare Renaissance writer or editor
of ecclesiastical history who, like Meredith Hanmer,'h bothered to alert his
readers to the varying degrees of trustworthiness among these disparate
sources.
Whatever its basic shortcomings, however, and whatever its ancillary
blemishes, the Renaissance reader of ecclesiastical history was sure to find
in it a supply plentiful enough to last hiin a lifetime of reading, an availability
greatly multiplied through the invention of printing, and a variety of forms
unparalleled in any ~reviousage. He could choose from among total (or
general) histories such as those of the Magdeburgians or Baronius; or his-
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tories of the Papacy; or histories of schisms and heresies; or histories of particular nations;17 or histories of particular sects or orders, such as the
Presbyterians and the Jesuits; or histories of particular doctrines or institutions, such as tithing,ls the Inquisition, the Sabbath; or histories of particular events, such as the Crusades, various Councils, wars of religion,lg
massacres and conquests, and the innumerable miraculous Jesuit "Relations"; or, finally-to abridge, not to exhaust the possibilities-the histories
of particular pious individuals, as in Heylyn's apologetic life of Archbishop
Laud,?o Hacket's Scrinia Reset'ata,21 or in four of the five Lives written by
lzaak Walton.
And for those who had less than a lifetime to devote to this sort of reading,
there were at hand such convenient abridgements and compendia as Timothe
Bright's (1589) of Foxe's Martyrs, Odorico Rinaldi's Italian reduction of
Baronius, the troublesome Protestant Pierre Jurieu's octavo two-volume
adaptation of Sarpi, or the original abbreviated compilation, in two Parts
(1624, 1625) by Patrick Simson, The Historie of the Church since the dayes
of Our Saviour Jesus Christ until1 this present Age.22
Here, if not God's plenty, was at least the Devil's. All the reader had to do
was to choose-and hope that he would live long enough to reach the final
page.l3
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